Three-dimensional echocardiography: research toy or clinical tool?
Conventional 2D echocardiography is an excellent qualitative imaging method, but its use for quantitation is limited by test-retest reproducibility of image planes. The increasing sophistication of medical treatments for left ventricular dysfunction, hypertension and valvular heart disease has created the need for accurate and reproducible measurements of chamber dimensions. Similarly, improvements in valve repair and catheter-based interventions for valve lesions and septal defects have created the need for better visualisation of cardiac structures. The use of 31) echocardiography may decrease variability both in the quality and interpretation of complex pathology among investigators. Three-dimensional echocardiography is achieved by using a 3D spatial registration device with a conventional 21) scanner, or by using a high-speed, phased-array real-time scanner. The latter are still developmental, so that the technique currently requires use of a 21) scanner, combined with a 31) spatial coordinate system, which may be external or internal to the scanning transducer. An external system permits data acquired from several cardiac windows to be integrated and reconstructed. Image reconstruction is performed using a wire-frame model or surface rendering. Wire-frame models are formed by manual or automatic connection of boundary data points; this approach uses fewer data points than rendering, can be rapidly processed and is sufficient for quantitative analysis. Surface-rendering uses lighting and shading applied to a wire-frame model to produce a realistic 31) display, which may be useful for surgical planning and increasing understanding of anatomic relations. Three-dimensional echocardiography yields more accurate measurements of ventricular volume and function, as well as new measurements such as infarct area. With increased reproducibility and reliability, 3D echocardiography may well prove to be the essential tool required for the serial follow up of left ventricular mass and volume.